Abstract. Central sequences associated with a state are defined and used to derive a characterization of the factor state in question. This characterization is used to study the factor state extension problem.
In the following we tie the existence of a nontrivial <p-central sequence to the fact that tp is not a factor state. Let itv, %v be the GNS representation and its representation space induced by <p, and <p(y*x) = (,itv(x)fv, ttv¡(y)fv'} for all x, y in 61. Let 91 = tty(&)" and 2(91) be the center of 51. This notation is used for the rest of the paper.
Proposition.
Every A E Z+03l) with \\A\\ < 1 gives rise to a positive l-bounded convergent <p-central sequence {x¡} in & such that ^Att^(z)f^, ity(y)fy) = lim,^^ tp(y*x¡z) for all z, y in 6B.
Proof. Since A is in Z+(9l), by Kaplansky's density theorem there exists a sequence of positive elements {x¡} in â with ||wv(jcy)|| < \\A\\ such that {ir (x¡)} converges to A in the ultraweak operator topology, and {x¡} is 1-bounded. In particular, lim,.^aJ<(7r<p(jc1) -A)itlf(x)fv, it^y)^} = 0 for all x,y in &. That is lim tp(yXiz) = (Ait"(z)fv, *"( y*)/" > for all z,y E &. Proof. It follows evidently from 1.2 and 1.3. Q.E.D.
2. Extension of factor states. The usefulness of the above characterization of factor states can be illustrated in the study of the possibility for factorial extensions of a factor state from a sub-C*-algebra to the C*-algebra containing it.
Let © be a sub-C*-algebra of a C*-algebra 62 and <p be a state on ©. Suppose q> is a factor state. ypQ, an extreme point in %v, is a factor state if every bounded positive 4/0-central sequence in 62 has a restriction in % which is bounded positive and convergent.
Proof. Let {tt^o, 3C^,o} be the GNS representation induced by \p0 and/^,o be the cyclic vector of it^ (62). Without loss of generality we may let {x¡} be a 1-bounded positive convergent i//0-central sequence in 62, with lim,^^ t^x,) = X > 0, and A be the element in %+(ir^ (62)") determining {*,} by Propositions 1.2 and 1.3. By the assumption, there exists a bounded positive convergent <p-central sequence {z¡\z¡ E 9> } that is a restriction of {x¡} in ® . Since tp is a factor state on ©, it follows from Theorem 1.4 that {z,} is equivalent to a trivial sequence {À,} with lim,^^ tp(z¡) = lim^«, \. = A < 1. In what follows, let Mn be the n X n full matrix algebra (over the complex field). Suppose that Mn is a sub-C*-algebra of C*-algebra 62, and let © = Af"c, the commutant of M" in 62 (i.e., % = {x E &\xy = yx for all y in M"}).
2.3. Theorem. Every factor state tp of % extends to a factor state on 62.
Proof. Let \j/0 be an extreme point in %v, {x¡} be a bounded positive convergent i//0-central sequence, and A be the element in 2(^(62)") determining {*,}. We denote the matrix units of Mn by {ers\r, s = 1, . . ., n).
For any x, y in © and r with 1 < r < n we have lim 4>0-y(erXxieXrx) = lim i//0-y(xerlx,e,,).
I-»OO Í-»00
Letting j?, = 2"_, erXx¡eXr, i = I, 2, ..., we derive from (3) It follows from (7) that {P(x")} is a bounded positive convergent ^"-central sequence in © which is a restriction of {xn} in © . By Proposition 2.2 \¡/0 is a factor state. If one considers Sc = {tp ° P|P = projection mapping of ^4 onto © of norm one}, it would be interesting to determine if the extreme points in S^,, when they exist, are factor states on 62.
